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This article is included in the collection. Python 1,2 1 2 Focal somatic gene copy number changes are a widespread event in tumor evolution 1 . Although these regions of amplification may be large, encompassing many hundreds of genes, typically only one or a small number of genes within the amplified regions are involved in driving tumor growth. Identification of the key driver genes within recurrent amplicons has led to the approval of some therapies that have changed clinical practice (e.g. anti-ERBB2 agents 2 ); however, targeting other amplified genes such as FGFR family members 3,4 , EGFR 5 or KIT 6 has frequently proved disappointing. Nevertheless, even some of the more negative trials include occasional strong responses, indicating that sub-populations of patients with amplification of these oncogenes may experience clinical benefit if they can be identified.
Reviewer Status
With the goal of individualizing treatment for cancer patients, next-generation sequencing from tumor specimens is becoming widely adopted 7 . In addition to somatic point mutations, several of these assays report copy number changes in assayed genes. Reports for physicians typically present a list of amplified genes without providing a genomic context, leaving physicians and molecular tumor boards to hypothesize which of the listed genes might be driver genes suitable for therapeutic targeting. Given the poor response rates that have often been observed in clinical studies with amplified genes (compared to targeting genes activated by point mutation or fusion), physicians are often appropriately cautious about deciding whether a reported amplified gene may be actionable. Thus, many patients are spared receiving ineffective therapies, but a subgroup of patients who may experience clinical benefit do not get that opportunity.
Here we provide an easy-to-use web tool for analyzing clinical genomics reports of amplified genes. It determines (1) the likely size of amplified genomic regions, (2) which reported genes are co-amplified and (3) which other cancerrelevant genes that were not evaluated in the assay may also be co-amplified in the specimen.
The primary goals are to allow healthcare professionals to determine whether the amplification region surrounding a particular oncogene is relatively small and lacking in other likely candidate cancer drivers (which may indicate increased likelihood that the analyzed gene is a driver) from larger amplicons with additional candidate driver genes (which would suggest a reduced probability that the reported gene is a driver).
The approach was developed to analyze the widely used Foundation One test (329 genes) provided by Foundation Medicine but, by simply editing the target gene list, it can be generalized to tests from other vendors which report copy number variation throughout the genome.
Methods

Implementation
InferAMP is written in Python 2.7 with Flask and implemented as a web service running on the Google App Engine (http://inferamp.org). Additional supplied requirements are (1) the coordinates of genes in the human genome, 'coordinates.txt' (hg38, UCSC genome browser), (2) The gene list from the assay of interest, 'foundationone.txt' and (3) a file listing genes recurrently altered in cancer from COSMIC 8 (retrieved 5/3/2018), 'cosmic.txt'.
An html page with a single query window allows the user to enter a comma-delimited list of genes reported as being amplified. The entry is passed to the script and parsed into individual gene names. An error check is performed to confirm that all entered gene names correspond to gene names in the genome used. The entered genes are considered to be amplified, while the other genes in the assay are considered to be not amplified.
A simplified schema of how the algorithm works is presented in Figure 1 , which depicts a chromosomal region containing 30 genes. Seven cancer-relevant genes are present, five of which are evaluated by the genomic assay ( Figure 1A ). In this test example, three genes were reported to be amplified ( Figure 1B ). Running the algorithm identifies these amplified genes (8, 13, 20) as well as the nearby assayed genes that are not reported amplified (4, 27). The algorithm considers all genes located between genes reported as amplified to also be amplified ( Figure 1C , red shaded region). Because not every gene is assayed, precisely delineating the boundaries of an amplicon is not possible. To address this, the algorithm determines the nearest non-amplified gene at each end of the amplicon and infers that the genes located up to, but not including that gene may be possibly amplified ( Figure 1D ). The script then returns an html report page listing the entered genes, the amplicons into which they fall (in many cases, several discrete genes will be consolidated into a single amplicon), and also the other cancer-relevant genes within these regions that may be co-amplified with the reported genes. All genes reported include hyperlinks to that gene's page on COSMIC.
Operation
InferAMP is accessed via a web browser and has been tested on commonly used browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Microsoft Edge.
Use cases
Three use cases taken from genomic reports of patients at our clinic are presented:
Use case 1 A case of esophageal adenocarcinoma with eight reported amplified genes (Table 1) , which were resolved by InferAMP to four
Amendments from Version 1
To avoid confusion with a prior software tool of the same name, the name of the app described in this work was changed from InferCNV to InferAMP and the URL updated to http://inferamp.org. The sole changes to the manuscript are: (1) changes to the tool name throughout, and (2) updating with URLs for new tool online and for the GitHub and Zenodo repositories. A revised Figure 1 is also provided as the name of the tool is found twice in the figure text. amplicons. The co-amplification of FGF3, FGF4 and FGF10 with CCND1 (which is likely the driver gene in this amplicon 9 ) might indicate that consideration of FGFR inhibitors may not be helpful if these FGF genes are simply co-amplified passenger genes.
See referee reports
Use case 2
A case of soft tissue sarcoma with five reported amplified genes ( Table 2 ) which were resolved into three amplicons. In the absence of genomic context information, both PDGFRA and KIT might be considered as potentially druggable targets.
The demonstration that these are likely co-amplified in a relatively small amplicon might provide further support to this hypothesis. Clinically, both targets are inhibited by imatinib, making joint targeting with a single agent feasible in this case.
Use case 3
The third example is a breast cancer case from our clinic with three reported amplified genes (Table 3) . The report highlights one region on chromosome 5, and two regions on chromosome 7. The latter predicted amplicons share a nearby boundary at 7q22.3 suggesting the possibility that there is a regional amplification 
Gene reported amplified (chromosomal location)
Number of potentially co-amplified genes (chromosomal region
Genes annotated as recurrently altered in cancer by COSMIC 
Gene reported amplified (chromosomal location)
Number of potentially co-amplified genes (chromosomal region)
Genes annotated as recurrently altered in cancer by COSMIC
on 7q encompassing both sets of genes. In this case, MET was judged to be a possible driver amplicon, and the patient had a very strong response to a MET inhibitor 10 .
Discussion
We have described a straightforward tool to provide additional genomic context to aid interpretation of amplifications in somatic cancer sequencing reports. Use of this tool may aid decision-making by healthcare professionals about therapeutic options.
The method relies on the accuracy with which test vendors report gene amplification calls. In testing, we identified a small number of cases in which two amplicons were inferred in very close proximity (e.g. Use case 3), which raises the possibility that the assayed gene between the two regions is erroneously not called as amplified. In cases with two or more closely co-located amplicons, users should consider that there is a strong possibility of a regional amplification encompassing both predicted amplicons. Future assays with larger number of genes or more sensitive amplification calling algorithms will likely permit more accurate refining of the boundaries of individual amplicons.
Because the coverage across the genome is somewhat sparse, refining the amplicon boundaries is more challenging than with a more high-density approach like SNP arrays. The primary purpose is to list genes that are potentially co-amplified with a gene identified by a test vendor as possibly actionable in order to allow healthcare professionals to gain further insight into the likelihood that the listed gene is truly the driver gene in that amplicon. Accordingly, we do not distinguish in the report between genes that are likely co-amplified (red genes, Figure 1 ) from the boundary region genes which are possibly coamplified (green genes, Figure 1 ). In any case in which a healthcare professional might consider targeting a non-assayed gene predicted by this algorithm to be amplified (e.g. LIFR 11 in Use case 2 and Use case 3), further clinical testing to directly confirm gene amplification would be warranted.
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Oscar Krijgsman Division of Molecular Oncology and Immunology, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
The author describes a very straight-forward tool to infer possibly amplified genomic regions based on the amplification status of single genes from a targeted panel. InferAMP reports the genes that are likely co-amplified and in addition infers the size and the number of potentially co-amplified genes that were not assessed in the assay and outputs the COSMIC genes found in the genomic region. This tool is developed for oncologists to better understand the reported amplified genes in genomic context. The developed web-based tool is therefore important and will be the preferred way of using this tool for oncologists. It is also good to see the full code and data tables used are available on Github.
InferAMP is a very easy tool to use and functions as advertised. The associated manuscript is well readable and explains the functionality satisfactory. However, after reading the manuscript and testing InferAMP I have a few questions that need to be answered.
Points to be addressed:
The web-based tool is now only suitable for FoundationOne assays. Although this is very useful for many oncologists not all institutes use this assay. I am aware that the the command-line version of the tool has the possibility to provide different genes set and therefore works with additional assays. However, a command-line version will not be suitable for oncologists. Additional functionality of the web-based would greatly improve the usability of InferAMP.
The output of InferAMP includes the genes that are possibly co-amplified and the genes in the amplicon that are mentioned in the COSMIC database. In addition, the results mention the potentially co-amplified genes (for example 214 genes when running CCND1, FGF3, FGF4 and FGF19, Use case 1). A list of these genes is currently not available. It would be useful to output these lists of genes in addition to the COSMIC as not all targetable genes will necessarily be in the COSMIC list.
Currently the COSMIC list is used to provide an additional rationale to prioritize genes and identify genes suitable for targeting. The rationale for using this list is not provided in the text. A little more background and explanation for choosing this list would be helpful. In addition, which COSMIC list 3.
1.
background and explanation for choosing this list would be helpful. In addition, which COSMIC list is used exactly? COSMIC cancer census list or all genes mentioned in COSMIC? Points for consideration but not necessary for this manuscript:
Furthermore, I was wondering whether germline CNVs could affect the results of targeted panels, especially since patient-matched blood reference samples are not often used. If so, would it not be nice to add CNV data from for example the Database of Genomic Variants ( )? http://dgv.tcag.ca This could identify amplifications that are not somatic but merely 'normal' differences between individuals (CNVs).
2.
reported as cytobands. Specifically reporting the identity of these boundary genes would help genetics professionals to more precisely quality control the interpretation of both the original genomics report and the interface output.
The tool is currently static configured for FoundationOne (F1); it would be beneficial to configure the web interface to allow (perhaps through a drop down menu) selection of other reasonably common cancer genomics reports which offer CNA data such as: Caris, Tempus, and the Illumina products TST170 and TSO500 (which are being deployed by some academic laboratories for clinical testing). Ultimately, an option to input a text file with HGVS gene names would be beneficial.
I would suggest an expanded introduction or discussion about the status of clinical utility for gene amplification from comprehensive genomic profiling NGS assays. For example, only ERBB2 amplification is specifically included in the FDA premarket approval of the F1 assay ( , accessed https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfpma/pma.cfm?id=p170019 07/10/2019). The most common diagnostic approach for gene amplification in clinical practice and clinical trials is FISH, frequently normalized to the centromeric copy number of the same chromosome on which the gene of interest resides (for example, see references 2-5 of the manuscript). There are, of course, significant pitfalls in the use of FISH as a longer established clinical standard, but I am not immediately aware of comprehensive accuracy assessments for somatic CNA analysis across broad numbers of genes by NGS, particularly in unpaired tests (i.e. no patient-specific normal sample for comparisons). A more in-depth review of these considerations and limitations in the introduction or discussion would equip readers to better interpret the expected output of datasets and any results generated using the tool.
Minor Comments and Commentary
Please clarify in the methods if the COSMIC Cancer Gene Census list in the tool has been filtered for type of alteration (i.e. SNV and small indel vs. gene rearrangement vs. CNA). Or is it the full 719 CGC list as referenced?
It may be valuable to consider cross-referencing the cytobands and/or cancer-associated genes within the predicted CNA region against regions/genes commonly copy number altered in pan-cancer analyses. The ability to specifically annotate case results against disease-specific databases (i.e. TCGA projects) would also be valuable (see below as well).
Commentary on use cases.
The use cases provide a reasonable snapshot of how the tool functions and can be applied. Specifically, use case 1 highlights a common CNA in cancer (11q13.3) which has been described previously (Zack et . Nature Genetics 2013 ) and this specific amplicon is commonly seen in clinical genomics reports at al our institution. The question of utility around FGFR inhibitors has arisen in our own molecular tumor boards based on the co-amplified FGF ligand genes, when in reality CCND1 is most likely the significant driver.
Use case 2 highlights potentially actionable genes (KIT, PDGFRA) located in the same cytoband (4q12). However, the region of potential co-amplification crosses the Chr4 centromere (Chr4p15.31-4q12). It may be beneficial to further discuss how carefully to interpret amplicons which span both chromosomal arms.
In this particular case, I infer that no reported amplified genes are present on 4p; but no boundary genes In this particular case, I infer that no reported amplified genes are present on 4p; but no boundary genes were analyzed centromeric to the PDGFRA locus. This seems worth a deeper discussion in the text.
Use case 3 highlights an important point about potential drop out of amplification calls in NGS data. Dr. Kenny proposes that the entire amplicon on 7q is amplified, which is a reasonable hypothesis. It is important to note that specific bioinformatics pipelines and wet-bench library prep methods will not have equivalent analytic sensitivity/specificity for amplification calls for every captured gene. Case 3 is also interesting because the amplicon included CDK6, which is a target for FDA approved drugs in hormone receptor positive metastatic breast cancer. It might be interesting for Dr. Kenny to further comment on whether CDK inhibitors were considered less likely based on the triple negative hormone receptor status (PMID: 30038670 ).
I ran several of my own cases through InferAmp. Of interest, a case of high grade serous epithelial ovarian carcinoma is illustrative of the utility of the tool. This case had 8 separate gene amplifications reported by F1, including: KRAS, FGF23, FGF6, and CCND2 (all on Chr12p). The static clinical report indicated KRAS amplification was potentially relevant for MEK inhibitor therapy. Nevertheless, my molecular tumor board noted this amplification contig and noted that 12p is commonly amplified in high-grade serous carcinoma (TCGA); therefore it was unlikely to be a patient-specific driver alteration. The InferAmp quickly and accurately identified this amplicon, with the caveat that a potentially erroneous "break" was present at 12p13.1 (similar to Dr. Kenny's use case 3).
Finally, the final sentence of the manuscript cautioning that inferred co-amplified genes should be confirmed by CLIA-validated assays cannot be emphasized enough.
